Set kids in motion.

Pick up the pace with our selection of motion items. Kids will delight in bouncing, twisting and turning on these dynamic and fanciful pieces. It’s an exciting way to exert all that energy.

**Bing Boing**

Kids can bob back-and-forth and spin around at the same time for fun in full motion.

**Vortex**

Fun comes full circle while kids stand and spin for a vigorous ride on the Vortex.

**Twister**

Kids grab hold above and use their upper bodies to make crazy twists and turns.

**Whirligig**

There will be giggles galore as up to 4 children delight in wacky spinning and whirling action.

**GyroBounce**

Like a pogo stick that stays put, this playful piece lets kids hop along to their hearts’ content.

**Crazy Teacup**

Our version of the teacup ride tickles the funny bone with plenty of twirling time. It’s similar to the Spin Cup, but it’s spinning axis also orbits around an outer ring for a more challenging ride.

**Spin Cup**

Stir up playtime with tons of spinning fun. It’s similar to the Crazy Teacup, but the spinning axis is fixed.

**Play in Motion**
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